
Catalogue Raisonne of Gainsborough's Portraits,  

Fancy Pictures and Copies of Old Master Works. 

Published for the Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art  

by Yale University Press. 

 

Compiled by Hugh Belsey, Art Historian and accepted authority in  

Gainsborough's art. During his period of office as Curator at  

Gainsborough's House from 1981 he oversaw the purchase of the bulk of its  

present collection of original works by the artist.  

The Catalogue is in two large volumes and covers over 1,100 paintings  

which includes nearly 200 works newly attributed to the painter.  

It now means that with the late John Hayes's two volume publication, The  

Landscape Paintings of Thomas Gainsborough, all Gainsborough's known  

oil paintings are now catalogued.  

Hugh Belsey, who now lives in Bury St. Edmunds, completed this excellent  

work in July 2018 and it was published in February 2019.  

It was shown to the members of Sudbury History Society at their April  

meeting and it was suggested that they be allowed to donate towards the cost  

of £150 to purchase a copy and present it to Sudbury Library. There was a  

particular reason for this because for the first time ever one will be able to sit  

and study the faces of a substantial number of people from 18th century  

Sudbury and district. Many of them are in private collections and often in  

the possession of family descendants. There are also some surprises,  

perhaps the most interesting and exciting for Sudbury is the case of the  

painter's nephew - Gainsborough Dupont.  



The pictures are in alphabetic order of the subject's name. In volume one,  

turn to Dupont and under Gainsborough Dupont there are eight portraits with  

which 'you may follow the story of this young man from his early teens from  

when he journeyed to Bath from Sudbury to live with Thomas Gainsborough  

and his family in 1765, he was sixteen.  

Two years later he was apprenticed to his uncle (the papers are housed at  

Gainsborough's House) and he remained with the family when they moved  

to Pall Mall in London and stayed with them until Thomas died in 1788. 

During this time, he is painted twice in Van Dyke period costume and one of  

them comes as a complete shock, we are face to face with The Blue Boy.  

This is the most famous and loved of all Gainsborough's pictures and for  

years it was thought to be of Jonathon Buttall of Soho. How this came about  

and how the true identity has been revealed is fully described in the  

Catalogue. Nevertheless, by studying the eight pictures in sequence and  

seeing the teenage boy turn into an adult man one says to one’s self "of  

course".  

Another thought enters one's mind and one wonders when one turns to see  

the pictures of Gainsborough' s daughters, both born in Sudbury and painted  

many times, was Gainsborough Dupont filling the space of the son he never  

had?  

One thing is certain, probably the two most famous portraits painted by  

Thomas Gainsborough - The Blue Boy and Mr and Mrs Robert Andrews (a  

Ballingdon girl and a Bulmer man) are people who knew Sudbury and  

walked the streets and saw many buildings we still see today.  

There are many others, Nathaniel Burroughs who built the first Belvue  

House in its little park in Sudbury. Thomas's father and brothers and sisters.  

Samuel Raymond the Rector of Middleton 1769-1823 etc. etc.  

Every known portrait he painted is here including my favourite, it hangs in  

the Courtauld Collection in Somerset House. His wife caught with an  

expression of love, tolerance, and deep understanding of the man painting  

her.  

The Duponts owned property in North Street including the White Horse and  

East Street including Wisteria Cottage where the last of the Sudbury family  

lived, Richard Gainsborough Dupont who died in 1874. They also owned an  

adjoining Maltings. That stretch of East Street was called Wiggan End in  

those days. Sadly, we do not know which property The Blue Boy was born in  

but that was the corner of Sudbury where he first saw the light of day.  
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